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(54) LIVING TISSUE LIGATING DEVICE

(57) A living tissue ligating Device, comprising a
clamp (10), an operating device (20) and a conveying
device (30); the clamp (10) comprising an elastic clip (11)
and a tightening tube (12) to receive the elastic clip (11)
therein; the operating device (20) comprise a handle (21)
and a slider (22) capable of sliding on the handle (21);

and the conveying device (30) comprises an outer con-
necting mechanism (31) and an inner connecting mech-
anism (32). The device can be widely used at various
positions in the alimentary canal, can be repeatedly
opened and closed, and is simple to operate.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a living tissue
ligating Device, mainly used in digestive diseases sub-
jects, especially for treatment with colonoscopy and en-
doscope, and non-variceal active bleeding treatment un-
der endoscopy, which belongs to the technical field of
micro-invasive medical devices.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] As the endoscope was available for more than
50 years, and has gone through from disease diagnosis
to disease treatment, the endoscope is so effective and
reliable at treating diseases. Stomach and intestines of
an organism often bleeds due to various diseases, acci-
dental damage or damage caused by the endoscopic
treatment. As for treating active bleeding, it usually uses
drug spraying, high-frequency electric, laser, burning
bleeding place by argon method, or mechanical hemo-
static method using hemostatic clamp. The mechanical
hemostatic method using hemostatic clip at treating non-
variceal active bleeding has reliable therapeutic efficacy,
which is accepted by doctors and patients. Furthermore,
mechanical clamp hemostatic method could be used in
treating intestinal mucosal injury to heal the wounds, and
closing the alimentary tract, avoiding open surgery.
[0003] Clinically relevant hemostatic clamps could di-
vide into three types.
[0004] One type of hemostatic clamp is formed by sep-
arated clip and device. The clip is one-time used, and
the device could be reused. When the clip is released,
the doctor has to assemble another new clip and device,
which would result in a complex operation. Pull a handle
to one end of the device to open or fold the clip, which is
not easy to control the clip and makes the clip foldedd
before being used, and the clip could not be opened again
once it is foldedd. Once the clip is released at a wrong
position, it need to remove the clip by an equipment, and
assemble another clip again and send it to the lesion
location and re-released it. The length of the clip is ap-
proximately 10-12mm after being released, and disinfect-
ing the device is required to the surgery, repeated disin-
fection will increase the risk of infection in surgery.
[0005] The second type of clamp has a clip and a de-
vice integrated together, and could not be repeatedly
opened. The clip is to be opened or folded by pulling a
handle to one end of the device, as the first type of he-
mostatic clip acts, which is not easy to control the clip
and makes the clip folded before being used, and the clip
could not be opened again once it is folded. Once the
clip is released at a wrong position, it need to remove the
clip by equipment, and assemble another clamp again
to the lesion location and clamp the injured part. But this
clip is without assembly on the clamp, which makes the
operation more convenient than the first type. After re-

leasing the clip length is approximately 10-12mm.
[0006] The third type of clamp could be repeated
opened and folded, and the clip and the device are inte-
grated together, to be positioned repeatedly, compared
with the previous two types of clamps, it is more advanced
but its structure is more complex, that is pushing the slid-
ing handle to open the clip, and pulling the slide handle
to fold the clip, which make the opening and closing action
in the opposite direction, and it is easy to misuse. After
the release the clip, the clip length is about 15.5mm with
the tail having spiny protrusion, which is not suitable for
putting into small spaces, such as the esophagus, and
there will be the risk of causing esophagus perforation.
[0007] Clinicians fully expect to one type of one-time
used living tissue ligating Device having characteristics
that make it repeat-positioning, easy to operate, could
release shorter smooth clip tail. Repeat positioning fea-
ture helps physicians to observe whether the clamping
position is accurate or not, and physician could observe
the clamp position through the endoscope display screen
to judge whether the clip is released to the accurate po-
sition, to make a desired effect, if yes, then he releases
the clip, if not, the physician opens the clip again to clamp
the accurate living tissue, to ensure that the clamping
position is accurate and effective. The opening and clos-
ing action of the clamp are in the opposite direction and
easy to operate. The clip length is shorter and the clip
has rounded end, which allows for applying in more di-
gestive tracts, and also avoid the clip damaging the di-
gestive tract owing to its long tail and sharp end.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The purpose of the present invention is to pro-
vide a living tissue ligating Device for single use, having
a clamp and a device which are integrated design, with
the clamp being locatable, and the length (about
12-13mm) of the clamp is shorter after being released.
[0009] In order to achieve the above purpose, the
present invention provides the following technical solu-
tion:

A living tissue ligating Device, characterized by in-
cluding a clamp, an operating unit, and a conveying
unit; the clamp including elastic clips and a tightening
tube to receive the elastic clip therein; the operating
unit comprising a handle and a slider sliding on the
handle; and the conveying unit comprising an outer
connecting assembly and an inner connecting as-
sembly; wherein the outer connecting assembly in-
cludes a spring tube, a connecting head, and a con-
necting rod; one end of the spring tube is connected
to the handle, the other end of the spring tube is
connected to one end of the connecting head, the
other end of the connecting head is coupled to one
end of the tightening tube via the connecting rod,
and a connecting part of the connecting rod is dis-
engaged from holes or grooves correspondingly un-
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der a certain pull force, to make the connecting head
disengage from the tightening tube; the inner con-
necting assembly which runs through the outer con-
necting assembly comprises a shaft, a connector
and a joint stick; one end of the shaft is connected
to the slider of the operating unit by a guiding bar,
and the shaft is pulled by the slider; the other end of
the shaft is connected to a near end of the connector;
a far end of the connector is connected to one end
of the elastic clip via the joint stick, and the far end
of the connector is deformed under a certain pull
force, to disengage from the end of the elastic clip;
the connecting rod is pulled by the connector, and
the connecting part of the connecting rod is disen-
gage from the holes or the grooves correspondingly
under the pull force.

[0010] Preferably, the connecting rod which is formed
by bending a single piece of material includes two ex-
tended arms and a traction part which is arranged be-
tween two extended arms; at least one said extended
arm has a free end having a wing formed thereon to en-
gage with the hole or the groove correspondingly.
[0011] Preferably, the connecting rod which is formed
by bending a single piece of material includes at least
one extended arm and a traction part which is connected
to the bottom of the extended arm; the extended arm has
a free end having a wing formed thereon to engage with
the holes or the grooves correspondingly.
[0012] Preferably, the connector includes a thin bar
and a notch part connected to one end of the thin bar,
the other end of the thin bar is connected to one end of
the shaft, a free end of the notch part forms hooks, which
form a first connecting hole to engaged with the joint stick,
a second connecting hole is formed at the bottom of the
elastic clip to engaged with the joint stick, and the joint
stick runs through the first connecting hole and the sec-
ond connecting hole, to make the elastic clip connect to
the connector; the hooks are deformed under a certain
pull force to disengage from the elastic clip.
[0013] Preferably, the notch part comprises two notch
portions; each notch potion has a free end to form a hook,
which forms a first connecting hole to engaged with the
joint stick.
[0014] Preferably, the thickness of the end of the thin
bar is greater than the diameter of the shaft, and the thin
bar has a contact portion at the point where the thin bar
meets the shaft, when the shaft is pulled under a certain
pull force, the contact portion is against the traction part
of the connecting rod to make the wings of the connecting
rod disengage from the holes or grooves corresponding-
ly.
[0015] Preferably, a divider slot is formed on one end
of the connector along the end diameter, and a mounting
hole is formed at the bottom of the divider slot to com-
municate the divider slot, the joint stick is locked in the
mounting hole through the divider slot; the connector is
make of elastic material.

[0016] Preferably, one end of the connector is a cylin-
der, a through-groove is formed on the wall of the cylinder
along the axial direction, and the extended arm is through
the through-groove to make the traction part arranged in
the through-groove; a contact portion is formed on the
connector, and when the shaft is pulled under a certain
pull force, the contact portion is against the traction part
to make the wings of the connecting rod disengage from
the holes or grooves correspondingly.
[0017] Preferably, the elastic clip has an arm part n
and a outer part connected to the arm part to form a
connection; the diameter of the outer part is larger than
that of the arm part to make the connection forms a stop-
per, and stopper is against one end of the tightening tube
when the elastic clips are received in the tightening tube
in a certain position.
[0018] Preferably, a lug is formed on one end of the
elastic clip; hanging holes are formed on inner wall of the
tightening tube, when the elastic clips are disengaged
from the connector, each lug is locked in the hanging
hole to prevent from the elastic clip being disengaged
from tightening tube.
[0019] Preferably, a curved base is formed at the bot-
tom of the elastic clip of the clamp, a concave is formed
on one end of the connector to match the curved base,
with the curved base being received in the concave, and
the joint stick being locked in the concave correspond-
ingly, and the connector is make of elastic material, the
concave is deformed under a certain pull force to disen-
gage from the curved base and the joint stick.
[0020] Preferably, a separated member is arranged on
one end of the tightening tube to separate the elastic clips
and prevent the elastic clips from disengaging from the
tightening tube.
[0021] Preferably, the joint stick is a pin.
[0022] Preferably, the joint stick is make of metal ma-
terial or high strength nonmetallic material, so that the
joint stick is without deformation when the connector is
under a certain pull force.
[0023] The living tissue ligating Device mainly includes
two parts: a clamp and a soft and spindly conveying unit,
the clamp is mounted on the front end of the conveying
unit, and the clip of the clamp could be pushed or pulled
by the shaft to open, fold or release. The clip head and
the conveying unit are both for single use without sterili-
zation, which avoids the risk of cross infections, and the
clamp could be repetitive positioning: When the clamp
clamps the living tissue, the physician could observe the
clamp position through the endoscope to judge whether
the clip is released to the accurate position, to make a
desired effect, if the clamping position is not he expects,
the physician could push the handle slowly to make the
clip open, and clamps the accurate living tissue he ex-
pects, then pulls the handle until it could not be pulled,
and to head a clicking sound, so that the clamp and the
conveying unit are separated owing to the certain pull
force, to achieve that the clip is released and remains in
the digestive tract of an organism to ligate the affected
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part and make it stop bleeding.
[0024] The present invention applies the above tech-
nical solution, to provide the physician with a living tissue
ligating Device, which could be widely used at various
positions in the digestive tract, with repeatedly opening
and closing, and is simple to be operated, so as to save
the surgery time and reduce the surgery risk greatly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025]

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing the living
tissue ligating Device according to an embodiment
of the present invention, with the elastic clip of the
clamp ligating the living tissue;
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram showing the living
tissue ligating Device according to an embodiment
of the present invention, with the elastic clip of the
clamp in opening state;
Figure 2a is a partial enlarge diagram of part A shown
in figure 2;
Figure 3 is a sectional view showing the outer con-
necting assembly connecting to the tightening tube
of the clamp of the living tissue ligating Device ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 4 is a sectional view showing the inner con-
necting assembly connecting to the tightening tube
of the clamp of the living tissue ligating Device ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 4a is a schematic diagram of part A-A shown
in figure 4;
Figure 5 is a sectional view showing the device as-
sembled by components shown in figures 3 and 4,
with the elastic clip being in opening state;
Figure 6 is a sectional view showing the device as-
sembled by components shown in figures 3 and 4,
with the elastic clip being in closing state;
Figure 6a is a schematic diagram of part C-C shown
in figure 6;
Figure 7 is a schematic diagram showing the living
tissue ligating Device ready to clamp the living tissue,
and showing a clamp and a conveying unit according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 8 is a schematic diagram showing the living
tissue ligating Device when clamping the living tis-
sue, and showing a clamp and a conveying unit ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 9 is a schematic diagram showing the living
tissue ligating Device when the clamping action is
finished, with the clamp and a conveying are sepa-
rated according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
Figure 10 is a schematic diagram showing the shaft
connecting to the connector of the living tissue ligat-
ing Device according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 11 is a schematic diagram showing a pre-

ferred connecting rod of the living tissue ligating De-
vice according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
Figure 11a is a schematic diagram of part B-B shown
in figure 11;
Figure 11b is a schematic diagram showing other
types of the connecting rod of the living tissue ligating
Device according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
Figure 12 is a schematic diagram showing a pre-
ferred tightening tube of the living tissue ligating De-
vice according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;
Figure 12a is a sectional view showing the tightening
tube shown in figure 12;
Figure 13 is a schematic diagram showing a pre-
ferred connecting head of the living tissue ligating
Device according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
Figure 14 is a schematic diagram showing a pre-
ferred elastic clip of the living tissue ligating Device
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Figure 15 is a schematic diagram showing a pre-
ferred joint stick of the living tissue ligating Device
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Figures 16a, 16b and 16c are schematic diagrams
showing preferred embodiments of the shaft of the
living tissue ligating Device according to the present
invention;
Figures 17a, 17b, 17c, 17d and 17e are schematic
diagrams showing preferred embodiments of the
connecting rod of the living tissue ligating Device ac-
cording to the present invention;
Figures 18a, 18b, and 18c are schematic diagrams
showing preferred embodiments of the connecting
rod of the living tissue ligating Device according to
the present invention;
Figure 19a is a schematic diagram showing the tight-
ening tube of the living tissue ligating Device accord-
ing to the present invention, and showing the stop
arm thereof;
Figure 19b is a schematic diagram showing the
bending stop arm of the tightening tube shown in
figure 19a;
Figure 19c is a schematic diagram showing the tight-
ening tube with the clip mounted therein shown in
figure 19a;
Figure 20a is a schematic diagram showing the tight-
ening tube of the living tissue ligating Device accord-
ing to another embodiment of the present invention,
and showing the stop member thereof;
Figure 20b is a schematic diagram showing the clip,
the connecting head, and the spring tube of the living
tissue ligating Device according to another embod-
iment of the present invention, and showing another
stop member thereof;
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Figure 20c is a schematic diagram showing the stop
member according to another embodiment of the
present invention;
Figure 20d is a use state diagram showing the stop
member of figure 20c;
Figures 21a and 21b are schematic diagrams show-
ing the connectors of the living tissue ligating Device
according to another two embodiments of the
present invention;
Figure 22a is a schematic diagram showing the con-
nector of the living tissue ligating Device according
to another embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 22b is a schematic diagram of part B-B shown
in figure 22a;
Figure 22c is a schematic diagram of part A-A shown
in figure 22a;
Figure 22d is a stereogram showing the connector
of figure 22a;
Figure 22e is a use state diagram showing the con-
nector of figure 22a, and showing the clip, the con-
nector, the connecting rod, the connecting head, the
spring tube, and the shaft, etc;
Figure 23 is a schematic diagram showing the living
tissue ligating Device according to another embod-
iment of the present invention;
Figure 24 is a schematic diagram showing the living
tissue ligating Device according the embodiment of
the present invention, with the clamp being in folded
state; and
Figure 25 is a schematic diagram showing the con-
nector of the living tissue ligating Device according
to another embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0026] Figures 1-15 and 16 demostrate the living tissue
ligating Device and its components according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention.
[0027] The living tissue ligating Device includes a
clamp 10, an operating unit 20, and a conveying unit 30.
[0028] The clamp 10 includes elastic clips 11 and a
tightening tube 12 to receive the elastic clips 11 therein.
The operating unit 20 includes a handle 21 and a slider
22 sliding on the handle. The conveying unit 30 includes
an outer connecting assembly 31 and an inner connect-
ing assembly 32.
[0029] The outer connecting assembly 31 includes a
spring tube 311, a connecting head 312, and a connect-
ing rod 313. The near end of the spring tube 311 is con-
nected the handle 21, the far end of the spring tube 311
is connected to the near end of the connecting head 312,
the far end of the connecting head 312 is coupled to the
near end of the tightening tube 12 via the connecting rod
313. A connecting part of the connecting rod 313 is dis-
engaged from holes or grooves correspondingly under a
certain pull force, so that the connecting head 312 is dis-
engage from the tightening tube 12. The above force is

produced by the following connector 322.
[0030] The inner connecting assembly 32 includes a
shaft 321, a connector 322 and a joint stick 323, and runs
through the outer connecting assembly 21. The near end
3211 of the shaft 321 is connected to the slider 22 of the
operating unit 20 via a guiding bar 23, and is pulled by
the slider 22. The far end 3212 of the shaft 321 is con-
nected to the near end 3221 of the connector 322; the
far end 3222 of the connector 322 is connected to the
near end 111 of the elastic clip 11 via a joint stick 323,
and the far end 3222 of the connector 322 is deformed
under a certain pull force, so as to disengage from the
near end 111 of the elastic clip 11.
[0031] The above living tissue ligating Device mainly
includes two parts: a clamp 10 and a soft and spindly
conveying unit 30. The clamp 10 is mounted on the front
end of the conveying unit 30 in advance, and this mount-
ing relationship could be destroyed under a certain pull
force, so that the clamp 10 is separated from the con-
veying unit 30 and the clamp 10 is released. Before the
certain pull force is achieved, the elastic clips 11 of the
clamp 10 could be pushed or pulled by the shaft 321
(which is pulled by the slider 22 of the operating unit), so
that the elastic clips 11 is controlled to open or fold many
times, and the clamp 10 processes the function of repet-
itive positioning.
[0032] When use the living tissue ligating Device
through the endoscope to clamp the living tissue, the
physician firstly pulls the handle 21 to fold the elastic clips
11 slowly, and this step calls "pre-clamp". Then, the phy-
sician could observe the affected part through the endo-
scope to judge whether the clamping is to achieve the
desired effect, so to judge whether the clamp 10 is re-
leased. If the clamping position is not he expects after
observation, the physician could push the handle 21
slowly to make the elastic clips 11 open, and clamps the
living tissue in the digestive tract where he expects again
until accurate living tissue is clamped after observation,
then pulls the handle until the handle could not be pulled
and is locked up, and a clicking sound is produced, so
that the clamp 10 and the conveying unit 30 are separated
owing to the certain pull force, and this step calls "re-
lease". Therefore, the clamp 10 clamps the living tissue
of the digestive tract, and remains in the digestive tract
of an organism to ligate the affected part and make it stop
bleeding. Furthermore, the living tissue ligating Device
is not limited to be used for the living tissue of the digestive
tract.
[0033] Below are the descriptions of the outer connect-
ing assembly 31 and the tightening tube 12.
[0034] The outer connecting assembly 31 includes a
spring tube 311, a connecting head 312, and a connect-
ing rod 313.
[0035] The spring tube 311 is mounted on the end with
a chamfer 3123 of the connecting head 312 by the solder
crimp, that is, the near end of the connecting head 312
is connected to the far end of the spring tube 311. The
spring tube 311 is made of wrapped spring wire and has
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sufficient flexibility, and is capable of withstanding big
pressure and certain full force.
[0036] The connecting rod 313 includes two extended
arms 3131 and 3132, and a traction part 3133 which is
connected to the bottom of the extended arms. The tops
of two extended arms 3131 and 3132 provides wings
31310 and 31320, which match and insert into the side
holes 3121 of the connecting head 312 and the side holes
123 of the tightening tube 12 correspondingly. The wings
31310 and 31320 are capable of being deformed under
a certain pull force to disengage from the side holes 123
and 3121 correspondingly, so that the connecting head
312 and the tightening tube 12 are without connection.
The traction part 3133 is the pressure point of the pull
force, and the following descriptions would show that the
contact portion 3224 of the connector 322 is against the
traction part 3133 to move, so as to achieve the disen-
gagement of the wings. In this embodiment, the section
of the extended arm is as shown in figure 11a, further in
other embodiments, all kinds of extended arms with the
sections shown in figure 11b are applicable in the present
invention.
[0037] Referring to figures 12 and 13, the connecting
head 312 includes a linking hole 3122 to receive the tight-
ening tube 12 therein, and two side holes 3121 to have
the connecting part of the connecting rod 313 to lock
therein. Two side holes 123 are formed on the linking
part 125 of the tightening tube 12, and the wings of the
connecting rod 313 are inserted into the side holes 123
to make the connecting rod 313 mount on the tightening
tube 12. Two side holes 3121 are formed on the coupling
position of the connecting head 312, and the linking part
125 of the tightening tube 12 which is equipped with the
connecting rod 313 is inserted into the linking hole 3122
of the connecting head 312, and two wings of the con-
necting rod 313 are pressed towards each other. Then,
the tightening tube 12 is to be turned to make the sides
hole 3121 of the connecting head 312 align at the side
hole 123 of the tightening tube 12, at this point, the
pressed wings bounces to insert into the sides hole 3121
of the connecting head 312. At this moment, the linking
end face 1250 of the tightening tube 12 contacts the far
end face 3124 (and the separated step 3125) of the con-
necting head 312, the tightening tube 12 is mounted on
the connecting head 312 in axial direction by the wings
of the connecting rod 313. The other parts of the con-
necting head 312 are shown in figure 13, such as the
coupling hole 3126 of the spring tube.
[0038] The maximum width of the traction part 3133 of
the connecting rod 313 is L2=1.15mm, which is smaller
than the inside diameter of the spring tube 311 which is
d10=1.2mm, and the traction part could be received in
the spring tube 311, the shape of the cross section of the
connecting rod 313 could be round, rectangle, square or
oval, etc, but the diameter of this cross section is best
limited to about 0.2-0.3mm, and shall not limit the move-
ment of the shaft 321, and the preferred cross section of
the connecting rod should be a round with 0.2mm diam-

eter. The maximum space L3 between two wings of the
connecting rod 313 is bigger than the outer diameter d9
of the connecting head 312, and the length L1=0.04mm
of the wing is smaller than the sum of the side wall thick-
ness L5=0.2 and the side wall thickness L4=0.3mm of
the connector 322, so as to prevent from the projecting
of the wings to against the operation of the physician;
and the length of the wing is longer than 0.25mm, to pre-
vent the connecting rod 313 from disengagement to sep-
arate the clamp 10 and the conveying unit 30.
[0039] If the wings of the connecting rod 313 are not
disengaged from the side holes, the connecting head 312
cannot be separated from the tightening tube 12; other-
wise, if the wings of the connecting rod 313 are disen-
gaged from the side holes of both the tightening tube 12
and the connecting head 312, the tightening tube 12 and
the connecting head 312 are loose in the axis direction,
so that the tightening tube 12 is separated from the con-
necting head 312.
[0040] Below are the descriptions of the inner connect-
ing assembly and the clamp.
[0041] The inner connecting assembly includes a shaft
321, a connector 322, and a joint stick 323. The near end
3221 of the connector 322 is mounted on the shaft 321.
The far end 3222 of the connector 322 is connected to
the near end (the bottom end) of the elastic clip 11 via
the joint stick 323, the structures are described in detail
below.
[0042] Referring to figures 5-10, the connector 322 in-
cludes a thin bar 3221 and a notch part 3222 connected
to the far end of the thin bar 3221.
[0043] The near end of the thin bar 3221 is connected
to the far end of the shaft 321 by laser welding, high-
frequency welding, hinge joint, or other connection ways,
which connection could afford certain separating force
without destruction. The thickness which is 1.1mm of the
near end of the thin bar 3221 is greater than the diameter
of the shaft 321, the inner diameter of the spring tube
311 is 1.2mm, which occupies most of the inner hole of
the spring tube 311, and the thin bar has a contact portion
3224 at the point where the thin bar connect to the shaft,
when the shaft 321 is pulled under a certain pull force,
the contact portion 3224 is against the traction part 3133
of the connecting rod 313 to make the wings of the con-
necting rod disengage from the holes or grooves corre-
spondingly.
[0044] The shaft 321 could be the single metal wire or
made by twisting several metal wires (as shown in figure
16a), referring to the preferred solution shown in figure
16c, the shaft 321 is made of an single steel wire (the
diameter is 0.2mm-1.1mm), the front end of the shaft is
flatten to be have 0.3mm thick (the front end whose di-
ameter is smaller than or equal to 0.3mm does not need
to be flatten or fined, the front end whose diameter is
bigger than 0.6mm needs fining process, the front end
whose diameter is between 0.4-0.6mm is flatten to be
0.3mm or fined to be 0.3mm), to form a flatten end 3211,
which makes the shaft pass near the connecting rod 313
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smoothly. In other embodiments of the present invention,
the flatten end of the shaft 321 could be connected to the
connector 322, to obtain better stable laser welding. The
whole steel wire whose diameter is 0.3mm or the steel
wire with the front end being fined with 0.3mm diameter
could be employed, for (referring to figures 8-10 and 16b,
showing the thin end 3210), in favor of smooth move-
ment.
[0045] The thin bar 3221 which is about 1.1mm wide
and 0.2-0.3mm thick, could move in the spring tube 311
in axis direction freely, and the thin bar could come in all
shapes, the premise is that the thin bar could be limited
in a circle region with 1.1mm-1.2mm diameter, so as to
move freely in the spring tube 311 without remain big gap
between the thin bar and the inner hole of the spring tube.
Off course, the size of the thin bar could change based
on the actual requirement, as long as the free movement
is achieved and the gap is not too big.
[0046] A free end of the notch part 3222 forms hooks,
which form a first connecting hole 3223 to engaged with
the joint stick,. The elastic clips 11 has a structure of two
plates, whose bottom provides two second connecting
hole 117 to engaged with the joint stick 323. The joint
stick 323 runs through the first connecting hole 3223 and
the second connecting hole 117, so that the elastic clips
11 are connected to the connector 322. The hooks of the
notch part could be deformed or broken when is applied
on a certain pull force.
[0047] As for the notch part, in this embodiment, the
notch part 3222 includes two notch portions 32221 and
32222, each notch portion has a free end to form a hook,
which forms a first connecting hole 3223 to engaged with
the joint stick 323. The hooks of the notch portions 32221
and 32222 are arranged in opposite direction. In other
embodiment of the present invention, two hooks could
be arranged in the same direction as shown in figure 43,
or employ other suitable arrangement.
[0048] Specifically, firstly, the near end of each notch
portion of the connector is connected to each other by
welding the welding holes 301 (as shown in figure 10);
or the near ends could be without welding holes, and two
notch portion are connected to each other by laser weld-
ing or resistance welding, and the notch part could be
without any welding or connection to make the far end
of the connector be a free end (because the near end of
the connector is connected to the shaft by welding); or
two notch portions arranged on the far end of the con-
nector are molded in one body without welding the weld-
ing holes, as shown in figure 24. Secondly, two notch
portions 32221 and 32222 are separated to form a gap
therebetween, then two elastic clips 11 are folded to in-
sert into the gap or two notch portions block the near
ends of two elastic clips 11, to prevent the lug 116 of
each elastic clip 11 from locking in the hanging hole 122
of the tightening tube 12 in advance, when two elastic
clips 11 are folded, to make the elastic clips could not be
opened again. Thirdly, each second connecting hole 117
at the bottom of each elastic clip 11 is to align at the first

connecting hole 3223, and then the joint stick 323 is in-
serted into the first connecting hole and the second con-
necting hole, to make the elastic clips 11 connect to the
connector 322, and the shaft 321 is connected to the
elastic clips 11 via the connector 322.
[0049] Referring to figures 3, 5 and 15, the joint stick
323 is a pin. In other embodiment, the joint stick 323
could be a tube, or with other shape capable of connect-
ing to the connector and the elastic clips in prior art. The
joint stick 323 is make of metal material or high strength
nonmetallic material, so that the joint stick is without de-
formation when under a certain pull force, that is, when
the notch part 3222 of the connector 322 is deformed,
the joint stick 323 remains intact.
[0050] The detailed structure of the clamp is described
below.
[0051] As described above, the clamp 10 includes
elastic clips 11 and a tightening tube 12 to receive the
elastic clips 11 therein.
[0052] The elastic clip 11 is made of elastic material,
which are SUS301, SUS631, SUS304, etc, or any ma-
terial with high elasticity, strength, and hardness, such
as polymer material PEEK, plate, or strip with shape of
round, rectangular, square, or ellipse cross section, etc;
and the diameter of this cross section is best limited to
about 0.2-0.3mm, and shall not affect the movement of
the shaft 321, and the preferred cross section of the elas-
tic clip should be a round with 0.2mm diameter.
[0053] In this embodiment, the elastic clip is bent into
the shape as shown in figure 14, and the elastic clip has
a near end forming an arm part 111 and a outer part 112
connected to the arm part to form a connection; the di-
ameter of the outer part 112 is larger than that of the arm
part 111, to make the connection forms a stopper 113,
and the stopper 113 is against the far end 120 of the end
of the tightening tube 12 when the elastic clips 11 are
received in the tightening tube. The end of the outer part
112 forms a claw portion 114 to bend outward, and this
bending portion forms a round part 115. The second con-
necting hole 114 described above is formed on the arm
part 111. The arm portion 111 forms a first bending por-
tion 1111 and a second bending portion 1112.
[0054] A lug 116 is formed on one end of the elastic
clip 11 of the clamp 10, and the hanging hole 122 is
formed on inner wall of the tightening tube 12, when the
elastic clips 11 are disengaged from the connector 322,
each lug 116 is locked in the hanging hole 122 to prevent
the elastic clip 11 from disengaging from tightening tube
12.
[0055] A through hole 124 is formed on the far end of
the tightening tube 12 to receive the elastic clips 11, a
separated member 121 is arranged on this far end and
in the through hole 124, the number of the separated
member is in accordance with the elastic clip, so as to
separate the elastic clips one by one, also to prevent the
elastic clips from disengaging from the through hole 124
of the tightening tube.
[0056] Referring to figures 1-16, actions of all compo-
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nents are described below while the elastic clips 11 open
to conduct clamping until they are released.
[0057] The inner connecting assembly 32 and the elas-
tic clips 11 are inserted into the outer connecting assem-
bly 31 (its near end is connected to the tightening tube
12) from its far end, then the separated member 121 is
inserted into the separated hole 1210 of the tightening
tube 12, which prevents the inner connecting assembly
from disengaging from the outer connecting assembly
31. When the slider and shaft 321 are pushed, the elastic
chips 11 move to the far end of the tightening tube 12,
the second bending portion which is straightened by the
tightening tube 12 returns back to its original curved state,
and the outer portions of two elastic clips 11 are sepa-
rated to open the clamp 10, until the bottom of the elastic
clips 11 are blocked by the separated member 121 so
that the elastic clips could not be pushed forwards, so
far the opening process of the clamp 10 is finished. The
distance L1 between the traction part of the connecting
rod 313 and the contact portion of the connector 322 is
obtained to be maximum, and the distance L2 between
the hanging hole 122 of the tightening tube 12 and the
lug 116 of the elastic clip 11 is also obtained to be max-
imum.
[0058] The size of each side hole of the tightening tube
12 and the connecting head 312 is larger than each wing
of the connecting rod 313, to helps assembly. Owing to
the push of the shaft 321, the tightening tube 12 moves
forwards, and then the side holes of the tightening tube
12 and the connecting head 312 are no longer coincided
with each other and are staggered, to make the wings of
the connecting rod 313 lock in the side holes correspond-
ingly, so as to prevent the tightening tube 12 disengaging
from the connecting head 312 due to the movement of
the elastic clips 11.
[0059] The clamp 10 is observed through the endo-
scopic to move towards the bleeding point and the per-
foration of the affected part after the clamp is open; and
the physician adjusts the knob to control the endoscopic
to move, or move or rotate the endoscopic directly to
make the clamp 10 move in 60° or 90° towards the bleed-
ing point, and press the affected part.
[0060] After that, the slider 22 is pulled back to drive
the shaft 321 to move, the connector 322, the joint stick
323 and the elastic clips 11 to move accordingly, the dis-
tance L1 between the traction part of the connecting rod
313 and the contact portion of the connector 322 gradu-
ally reduces, and the L2 is also gradually reduces. At this
moment, the elastic clips 11 are pulled back into the tight-
ening tube 12, and two clips which are in curved state
are pressed by the tightening tube 12 to be straighten
and close to each other, until the stopper 113 is against
the stopper face of the tightening tube 12, and the direc-
tion of the L2 changes in opposite direction, the lugs of
the elastic clips 11 are beyond the hanging holes of the
tightening tube 12, and two elastic clips 11 are close to
each other and clamping affected part is finished. By now,
the pull force does not achieve that certain releasing pull

force, so that the outer connecting assembly and the in-
ner connecting assembly do not deform, which guaran-
tees that the clamp 10 could be opened and folded re-
peatedly.
[0061] If the physician observes the clamping position
is not he excepts through the endoscopic, the handle 21
could be pushed, the elastic clips 11 are pushed by the
shaft 321 to move out from the tightening tube 12, which
is towards the far end of the tightening tube 12, and the
elastic clips 11 open again, the physician could conduct
another clamping action to the affected part using the
elastic clips 11, and the clamping action is conducted by
the physician repeatedly by the endoscopic until a ideal
clamping position is obtained.
[0062] After that, the handle 21 is continued to be
pulled, until the stopper 113 of the elastic clip 11 is
blocked by the stopper face of the tightening tube 12,
and the elastic clips 11 could not move to the near end
of the tightening tube 12 anymore; at this time, the linking
end face of the tightening tube 12 is against the far end
face of the connecting head 312 to afford the pull force
produced by the slider 22. The pull force is increased to
be the certain pull force, the notch part of the connector
322 deforms or is broken, the first connecting hole of the
connector 322 which is engaged with the joint stick 323
deforms, and could not engage with the joint stick 323
anymore, so that the connector 322 is separated from
the joint stick 323.
[0063] Under the certain pull force, the shaft 321 drives
the connector 322 to move forwards, the distance L1 be-
tween the traction part 3133 of the connecting rod 313
and the contact portion 3224 of the connector 322 be-
comes zero, the traction part 3133 of the connecting rod
313 is contacted with the contact portion 3224 of the con-
nector 322. Because the minimum clearance between
the thin bar of the connector 322 and the spring tube 311
is not bigger than the size d1=0.2mm of the connecting
rod 313, the connector 322 is continued to move to control
the connecting rod 313 to move forwards by pulling back
the handle 21 continually. The linking end face 1250 of
the tightening tube 12 contacts the far end face 3124 of
the connecting head 312, and the side holes which re-
ceive the connecting rod therein coincide with each other
completely, and the wings 31310 of the connecting rod
313 are free from the side hole, and the wings of the
connecting rod 313 are pulled out of the side holes of the
connecting head 312 and the tightening tube 12, so that
the connecting head 312 is separated from the tightening
tube 12, therefore the clamp 10 is separated from the
conveying unit 30.
[0064] So far, the elastic clips 11 which are held by the
connector 322 are separated from each other due to their
elasticity to form a distance k2 therebetweenm, and the
lugs are locked in the hanging hole 122 of the tightening
tube 12, so that the elastic clips 11 are not easy to be
pulled out, so far the clamp 10 is released and remained
in the digestive tract of the living organisms, and ligate
the affected part effectively.
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[0065] The description of the alternative embodiments
is shown below.
[0066] The connecting rods shown in figures 17a-18c
could substitute for the connecting rod 313 of the above
preferred embodiment. The connecting rods 313 shown
in figures 17a-17e are all monolithic which is formed by
bending a piece of material. Referring to figures 17a-17c,
the connecting rod provides two extended arms 3131
and 3132 and a traction part 3133 which is arranged be-
tween two extended arms; at least one of the extended
arms has a free end having wings 31310 and 31320
formed thereon to engage with the holes or the grooves
correspondingly. As shown in figures 17d-17e, the trac-
tion parts 3134 and 3135 are shown, and the extensions
of the traction parts 3134 and 3135 take the shape of a
spiral, to be against the wall of the spring tube; one end
of the traction part forms a wing 3130, or forms a extended
arm 3136, and the free end of the extended arm 3136
forms a wing 31360.
[0067] The modular connecting rods shown in figures
18a-18c could substitute for the connecting rod 313 of
the above preferred embodiment, and the modular con-
necting rod also has one or two extended arms, or three
extended arms (one more extended arm 3137), each free
end of each extended arm forms wings 31310, 31320
and 31370. When the number of the extended arm is
more than two, it could only choose one of the extended
arms to provide a wing.
[0068] The separated member shown in figures 19a-
20d could substitute for the separated member 121 of
the above preferred embodiment. The separated mem-
ber 121 consists of two separated arms 1211 as shown
in figure 19a and 19b, and two separated arms are bent
to form the separated member, figure 19c shows the us-
ing state. The separated member is assembly structure
as shown in figure 20a, and it could be mounted on the
tightening tube 12 by soldering or riveting. Two pins
shown in figure 20b are inserted into the holes on the
tightening tube 12 to form a separated member. The sep-
arated member shown in figures 20c and 20d is also as-
sembly structure, having elasticity in its axis direction,
and its diameter D3 is slightly larger than the hole diam-
eter D2 of the tightening tube 12, and one end of the
separated member provides a chamfer with diameter D4
smaller than D2, the chamfer of the separated member
is pressed into the hole of the tightening tube, and the
separated member is contracted inward with its elasticity
to insert into the hole 1210, until the separated member
projects from another hole 1210; at this point, the sepa-
rated member locks in the hole 1210 of the tightening
tube 12 by its elasticity. The separated member could
also be mounted in the hole 1210 of the tightening tube
12 by laser welding.
[0069] The connection between the tightening tube 12
and the connecting head 312 shown in above preferred
embodiment could be replaced, for instance, the tighten-
ing tube 12 provides a coupling hole and side holes in
the inner wall; the connecting head 312 provides a cou-

pling part and side holes in the inner wall, the joint stick
runs through four side holes to connect the tightening
tube and the connecting head together.
[0070] The connector shown in figures 21a-21b could
substitute for the connector 322 of the above preferred
embodiment. The connector 322 is made of two assem-
bly parts, the hooks of two notch portions are in the same
direction (shown in figure 21b), or in the opposite direction
(shown in figure 21a). The difference between the con-
nectors shown in figure 21a and figures 1-16, two notch
portions in figure 21a are integrated molding, without
welding the welding holes.
[0071] The second and third embodiments of the living
tissue ligating Devices are described below.
[0072] The second embodiment of the present inven-
tion is shown in figures 22a-22e, compared to the first
embodiment, the difference lie in the connector.
[0073] Referring to figures 22a-22e, the near end of
the connector 80 is a cylinder, a through-groove 83 is
formed on the wall of the cylinder along the axial direction,
and the extended arm of the connecting rod 313 runs
through the through-groove 83 to make the traction part
arranged in the through-groove 83. The far end of the
through-groove 83 forms a contact portion 831, and the
shaft 321 is mounted in the back hole 832 of the near
end of the through-groove 83 by welding. When the shaft
321 is pulled under a certain pull force, the contact portion
831 presses the traction part of the connecting rod 313,
to make the wings of the connecting rod 313 disengage
from the holes or grooves correspondingly.
[0074] A divider slot 81 is formed on the far end of the
connector 80 along the end diameter, and a mounting
hole 82 is formed at the bottom of the divider slot 81 to
communicate the divider slot 81, and the connector is
made of elastic material, so that the joint stick runs
through the divider slot 81 to locked in the mounting hole
82. When under a certain pull force, the divider slot 81
is stretched to release the joint stick, so that the connector
is disengaged from the clamp.
[0075] The connector 90 shown in figure 25 could sub-
stitute for the connector of the above preferred embodi-
ment. As shown in figure 25, the contact portion is a pin
93 pierces the cylinder of the connector. The far end of
the connector also provides a divider slot 91 and the
mounting hole 92, other structure is similar to the con-
nector 90 shown above.
[0076] In above embodiment, referring to figure 22e, a
notch is formed below the through-groove 83 of the near
end of the connector 80 to engage with the lug 116, which
is a support to the lug 116 to apply force on the lug 116.
[0077] The third embodiment of the present invention
as shown in figures 23 and 24, which is similar to the
second embodiment, the difference is that the clamp 40
is from assembly structure to one unitary structure. A
curved base 118 is formed at the bottom of the elastic
clips, a concave 3228 is formed on the far end of the
connector to engage with the curved base 118, and the
connector is made of elastic material. The curved base
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118 could be received in the concave 3228, and the joint
stick 328 is locked in the concave 3228 correspondingly,
to make the elastic clips connect to the connector.
[0078] When the handle is pulled to make the stopper
of the elastic clip contact with the stopper face of the
tightening tube, and then the connector is pulled, the con-
cave 3228 of the connector is deformed to make the con-
nector separate from the joint stick, and the curved base
118 of the elastic clip is disengaged from the concave
3228 to cause friction between the tightening tube and
the curved base, and finally stuck in the tightening tube,
further to prevent the movement between the elastic clips
and the tightening tube. Then the contact portion of the
connector is against the traction part of the connecting
rod, the connector is continued to be pulled, the connec-
tor drives the connecting rod to move, so as to drag the
wings of the connecting rod from the side holes of the
tightening tube and the connecting head, and the clamp
is separated from the conveying unit.
[0079] All components mentioned above and the
above three embodiment could be replaced.
[0080] All the above are the preferred embodiments of
the present invention. It is to be understood that, for one
skilled in the art, the invention is intended to cover various
modifications and equivalent arrangements included
within the principle of the invention.

Symbols in the drawings:

[0081] Clamp 10:

elastic clips 11: arm part 111, outer part 112, stopper
113, claw portion 114, round part 115, lug 116, sec-
ond connecting hole 117;
tightening tube 12: separated member 121, separat-
ed hole 1210, hanging hole 122, separated arms
1211, side hole 123, separated member 1212,
through hole 124, separated member 1213, linking
part 125, separated member 1214, linking end face
1250, far end 120;
operating unit 20: handle 21, slider 22, guiding bar
23;
conveying unit 30:
outer connecting assembly 31: spring tube 311, link-
ing hole 3122, side hole 3121, connecting head 312,
far end face 3124, chamfer 3123, connecting rod
313, coupling hole 3126, separated step 3125, ex-
tended arms 3131 and 3132, wing 31310,31320,
3130 and 31360, traction part 3133, extended arm
3136, traction part 3134 and 3135;
inner connecting assembly 32: thin end 3210, flatten
end 3211, shaft 321, thin bar 3221, notch part 3222,
connector 322, notch portion 32221 and 32222, joint
stick 323, first connecting hole 3223, welding hole
301, contact portion 3224, second welding hole 302;
connector 80 and 90: divider slot 81 and 91, mount-
ing hole 82 and 92, through-groove 83, contact por-
tion 831, back hole 832, pin 93, curved base 118,

concave 3228

Claims

1. A living tissue ligating Device, characterized by
comprising a clamp, an operating unit, and a con-
veying unit;
the clamp comprising elastic clips and a tightening
tube to receive the elastic clips therein; the operating
unit comprising a handle and a slider sliding on the
handle; and the conveying unit comprising an outer
connecting assembly and an inner connecting as-
sembly;
wherein the outer connecting assembly comprises
a spring tube, a connecting head, and a connecting
rod; one end of the spring tube is connected to the
handle, the other end of the spring tube is connected
to one end of the connecting head, the other end of
the connecting head is coupled to one end of the
tightening tube via the connecting rod, and a con-
necting part of the connecting rod is disengaged from
holes or grooves correspondingly under a certain pull
force, to make the connecting head disengage from
the tightening tube;
the inner connecting assembly which runs through
the outer connecting assembly comprises a shaft, a
connector and a joint stick; one end of the shaft is
connected to the slider of the operating unit by a
guiding bar, and the shaft is pulled by the slider; the
other end of the shaft is connected to a near end of
the connector; a far end of the connector is connect-
ed to one end of the elastic clip via the joint stick,
and the far end of the connector is deformed under
a certain pull force, to disengage from the end of the
elastic clip;
the connecting rod is pulled by the connector, and
the connecting part of the connecting rod is disen-
gage from the holes or the grooves correspondingly
under the pull force.

2. The living tissue ligating Device according to claim
1, characterized in that the connecting rod com-
prises at least one extended arm and a traction part
which is connected to the bottom of the extended
arm, wings are formed on the top of the extended
arm, and the wings are configured to match the holes
or the grooves of the connecting head and the tight-
ening tube, and insert into the holes or the grooves
correspondingly to connect the connecting head and
the tightening tube together, and the wings are de-
formed under a certain pull force to disengage from
the holes or the grooves correspondingly.

3. The living tissue ligating Device according to claim
1, characterized in that the connecting rod which
is formed by bending a single piece of material, com-
prises two extended arms and a traction part which
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is arranged between two extended arms; at least one
said extended arm has a free end having a wing
formed thereon to engage with the hole or the groove
correspondingly.

4. The living tissue ligating Device according to claim
1, characterized in that the connecting rod which
is formed by bending a single piece of material, com-
prises at least one extended arm and a traction part
which is connected to the bottom of the extended
arm; the extended arm has a free end having a wing
formed thereon to engage with the hole or the groove
correspondingly.

5. The living tissue ligating Device according to any one
of claims 1-4, characterized in that the connector
comprises a thin bar and a notch part connected to
one end of the thin bar, the other end of the thin bar
is connected to one end of the shaft, a free end of
the notch part forms hooks, which form a first con-
necting hole to engaged with the joint stick, a second
connecting hole is formed at the bottom of the elastic
clip to engaged with the joint stick, and the joint stick
runs through the first connecting hole and the second
connecting hole to make the elastic clip connect to
the connector; the hooks are deformed under a cer-
tain pull force to disengage from the elastic clip.

6. The living tissue ligating Device according to claim
5, characterized in that the notch part comprises
two notch portions, each notch portion has a free
end to form a hook, which forms a first connecting
hole to engaged with the joint stick.

7. The living tissue ligating Device according to claim
5, characterized in that the thickness of the end of
the thin bar is greater than the diameter of the shaft,
and the thin bar has a contact portion at the point
where the thin bar meets the shaft, when the shaft
is pulled under a certain pull force, the contact portion
is against the traction part of the connecting rod to
make the wings of the connecting rod disengage
from the holes or grooves correspondingly.

8. The living tissue ligating Device according to any one
of claims 1-4, characterized in that a divider slot is
formed on one end of the connector along the end
diameter, and a mounting hole is formed at the bot-
tom of the divider slot to communicate the divider
slot, and the joint stick is locked in the mounting hole
through the divider slot; and the connector is make
of elastic material.

9. The living tissue ligating Device according to any one
of claims 2-4, characterized in that one end of the
connector is a cylinder, a through-groove is formed
on the wall of the cylinder along the axial direction,
and the extended arm of the connecting rod runs

through the through-groove to make the traction part
arranged in the through-groove; a contact portion is
formed on one end of the through-groove, and when
the shaft is pulled under a certain pull force, the con-
tact portion is against the traction part to make the
wings of the connecting rod disengage from the
holes or grooves correspondingly.

10. The living tissue ligating Device according to any one
of claims 1-4, characterized in that the elastic clip
has an arm part and a outer part connected to the
arm part to form a connection; the diameter of the
outer part is larger than that of the arm part to make
the connection forms a stopper, and the stopper is
against one end of the tightening tube when the elas-
tic clips are received in the tightening tube in a certain
position.

11. The living tissue ligating Device according to claim
10, characterized in that a lug is formed on one end
of the elastic clip; hanging holes are formed on inner
wall of the tightening tube, when the elastic clips are
disengaged from the connector, each lug is locked
in the hanging hole to prevent the elastic clip from
disengaging from tightening tube.

12. The living tissue ligating Device according to any one
of claims 1-4, characterized in that a curved base
is formed at the bottom of the elastic clip of the clamp,
a concave is formed on one end of the connector to
match the curved base, with the curved base being
received in the concave, and the joint stick being
locked in the concave correspondingly, and the con-
nector is make of elastic material, and the concave
is deformed under a certain pull force to disengage
from the curved base and the joint stick.

13. The living tissue ligating Device according to claim
1, characterized in that a separated member is ar-
ranged on one end of the tightening tube to separate
the elastic clips and prevent the elastic clips from
disengaging from the tightening tube.

14. The living tissue ligating Device according to claim
1, characterized in that the joint stick is a pin.

15. The living tissue ligating Device according to any one
of claim 1, characterized in that the joint stick is
make of metal material or high strength nonmetallic
material, so that the joint stick is without deformation
when the connector is under a certain pull force.
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